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ABSTRACT 
Spherical robots have several advantages and disadvantages over the more traditional 
four wheeled cylindrical robots. The project aims to solve some of the problems 
spherical robots have by using the now commercially available omni-wheel. 
This thesis was made to analyze the control error of a robot controlled by using said 
omni-wheels inside a spherical environment. The control error is the angles the robot 
tilts with. The robot inside the testing sphere will be put in unfavorable positions by 
accelerating, moving the sphere and moving the robot inside the testing sphere to 
simulate disturbances due to movement, to combat this an Arduino microcontroller 
connected to a combined gyro/accelerometer will control the platforms position and 
rotation speed of the motors connected to the omni-wheels. 

A test inside a half sphere was made and results were extracted. The control error is 
acceptable when the robot is disturbed in its neutral state and when it’s running at max 
speed. The conclusion is that using a PID-controller is advantageous for keeping the 
robot in a stable position and essential when needed to be controlled reliably. The 
system without the PID-controller is slightly self-regulating since the robot is 
symmetrical and center of gravity is placed low causing the gravitational force to give 
the system some resilience. The performance is however poor compared with the PID-
controlled system. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 
Sfäriska robotar har flera fördelar och nackdelar jämfört med den mer traditionella 
fyrhjulade roboten. Det här projektet försöker att eliminera vissa av nackdelarna genom 
att använda omni-wheels. Rapportens huvudmål är att analysera kontrollfelet för en 
robot kontrollerad av motordrivna omni-wheels på insidan av en sfär. Kontrollfelet är 
här vinklarna roboten lutar med när den rör sig på insidan av sfären. Roboten kommer 
att vara stabil i sitt ursprungsläge men hamnar i dåliga positioner ur kontrollsynpunkt 
när den accelererar, testsfären flyttas på och när roboten utsätts för störningar som ska 
simulera störningarna som uppkommer vid rörelse. För att kompensera för 
störningarna användes en Arduino Uno mikrokontroller kopplad till ett kombinerat 
gyroskop och accelerometer. 
 
En test för att simulera roboten inuti en sfär gjordes och resultaten extraherades. 
Roboten får ett acceptabelt kontrollfel när den störs ur stillastående läge och när körs 
med maxhastighet. Slutsatsen är att PID-kontrollen är användbar och essentiell för att få 
roboten att bibehålla ett kontrollerat rörelsemönster. Systemet är även utan PID-
kontrollen något självreglerande eftersom roboten är symmetrisk och tyngdpunkten 
placerad lågt vilket gör att gravitationskraften skapar en viss tröghet för förändring. Det 
egna självreglerande systemet prestanda är dock dåligt jämfört med det PID-
kontrollerade. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
In this chapter abbreviations and designations used in the report are explained. Both 
commonly used acronyms and units along with symbols tied to this project are listed here. 

Symbols 

Symbol Description 

A Ampere (A) 

θ Robot tilt angle between z-axis and x-axis (degrees) 

φ Robot tilt angle between z-axis and y-axis (degrees) 

e Control error (angles) 

KD Derivate constant in PID-controller 

KI Integral constant in PID-controller 

KP Proportional constant in PID-controller 

r reference value 

u control signal (PWM) 

y output signal (degrees) 

V Voltage  (V)  

Abbreviations 

ASK Amplitude-key shifting 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

DC Direct Current 

dps Degrees per second 

DMP Digital motion processor 

I2c Inter-Integrated circuit 

IMU Inertial measurement unit  

MCU Microcontroller 

MPU Magnetic pickup-up sensor 

PWM Pulse Width Modulation 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

rpm Revolutions per minute 

RF Radio Frequency 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Spherical robots have been implemented throughout history but even with the rise of 
robotics the majority of spherical robots today use a mass inside the sphere to move it 
or stabilize it. While this comes with its own advantages such as low energy loss it also 
brings along a fair share of disadvantages. Motion is often limited to only forwards and 
backwards and complications for adding instruments inside the sphere see (Tomi, 
2007). The maximum torque is limited to the mass and the distance it can be moved and 
for two degrees of freedom a large space will be inaccessible inside the sphere. There is 
also the issue of losing stability when gaining maximum torque as the weight moves 
closer to the ground and the slow reaction time when changing direction because of the 
mass having to be moved. By using Omni wheels and directly connecting these to the 
inside of the sphere these problems are solved. Omni wheels or poly wheels are wheels 
that can move perpendicularly to the direction the wheel rotates. This allows a robot to 
use the wheels inside the sphere without friction developing and halting the spheres 
movement (Jan Carius, 2013).  
 
 
    

 
Figure 1.1. Visualization of the Omni wheels movement capabilities 

 
A Spherical rolling robot will be able explore areas that are challenging for the 
traditional four wheeled robot such as mud and snow. Most spherical robots can also be 
turned over without problem and can roll in tough terrain such as stairs or rocks. The 
holonomic nature of a sphere also makes it possible to go around corners and to control 
many spheres at the same time, side by side. Another trait shared among most spherical 
rolling robots is high maneuverability. This will allow the sphere to follow and object 
accurately no matter the moving pattern (Vincent A. C., 2016). 
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1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to analyze the stability of an Omni wheel driven robot 
inside a sphere. The way the Omni wheels are implemented will allow it move in any 
given direction at any given time while leaving the core mostly free to add components 
such as cameras or sensors. This will make the spherical robot well-suited for 
surveillance, reconnaissance or exploring in harsh environments. This report will solve 
part of the problem by evaluating parts of the concept in experiments. This boils down 
to: 
 

 How does the performance of the robot change when adding a PID-controller? 

 Can an acceptable control error be reached? 

 

1.3 Scope 

A robot with Omni wheels is made along with the spherical platforms it’s tested on. The 
robot mechanical design was made to fit the sphere and then created with CAD to later 
be 3D-printed. Electrical circuits for the robot and joystick controller were created in E-
CAD. The sphere was created by milling a half sphere and then using a layer of PET-
plastic to vacuum-form two half spheres. 
   For some parts not concerning the control theory open-source code has been used and 
adapted to fit the project such as filtering and radio communication. 
   The robot will only collect data from a half sphere and only data concerning the tilt 
angle with two degrees of freedom. For collecting the data an IMU with a free library 
with complementary filtering will be used.  

1.4 Method 

To answer the research question the robot was placed inside a testing environment to 
gather data. The performance and control error were both the angles the robot inside 
the hemisphere tilted with.  
   The microcontroller only received radio signals for motor movement and no PID-
control theory was applied. After a sufficient amount of data was collected the robot was 
taken out of the testing environment and put back with the PID-control activated. The 
data collected then was compared to the earlier tests. 
   The first testing environments were not satisfactory for testing purposes. The robot 
would not move inside the spheres due to a combination of the mechanical design and 
the sphere’s material being too smooth. Experiments were then made by making a 
hemisphere and testing the robot inside it. This was advantageous as the robot did not 
have to drive the full sphere and the robots movement could be followed and interacted 
with. 
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2   THEORY 
 
The theoretical part covers the basic mechanical knowledge needed to build the robot.  
 
   The first part explains how the robot is moved. The problems with having and angled 
contact point will also be stated here along with theory behind motor control, data 
collecting and control theory will be explained in this chapter.  

 
2.1 Movement and modeling 
 
The wheels location to the sphere is crucial. Firstly the contact point between the wheels 
and the sphere has to be below its equator so the omni-wheels secondary wheels do not 
roll and cause the robot to tilt in its neutral state. 
   Furthermore the relationship between the wheel and the sphere’s inner shell should 
aim to be perpendicular for the ideal force transition. The contact point should be placed 
away from the equator to reduce spinning. The omniwheels take up some of the 
frictional forces vertically. However these forces are not reduced enough to be 
considered negligible over time and will together with the motors not being controlled 
perfectly due to hardware errors cause the robot to spin.  
   The last point can be cast aside if we regulate the rotation around the z-axis by 
spinning the sphere in place in the opposite direction. The anti-spin is easily created by 
rotating an opposing motor pair in different directions. 
   By rotating the motors in the same direction with the same speed the sphere can be 
moved in any given direction at any given time. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2.1. robot seen from above, moving sphere backwards 
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While the platform accelerates inside the hemispherical platform or the full sphere it 
will ascend the inner walls and create a tilt angle. It is these angles θ and φ that is aimed 
to be controlled and to be as small as possible. This was done to create a reliable control 
of movement as well to reduce the risk of the robot tipping over.  
 

2.2 Motor control  
 
Electric signals sent from the joystick will be directed to the RF receiver and then 
translated by the Arduino to move the robot accordingly with PWM signals. PWM signals 
are created by turning the power supply to the motor on and off again at a very high 
frequency thus creating square waves, pulses, that control the rotation speed. The 
longer the pulse the higher the average voltage input will be and the faster the motor 
will rotate. The periods of time the power supply is are called duty cycles and described 
in percent with 100% being max and fully (Hans Johansson, 2006).  
   Advantages in PWM lie in the small losses of power when adjusting duty cycles. When 
the switch is turned off there is no significant current and when it’s turned on again the 
power is transferred to the load. There is practically no voltage drop as the loss of power 
is the product of voltage and current (PWM). The PWM strategy of control is also 
appropriate for of digital control as the duty cycle is easily interchanged. 
 

2.3 Accelerometer and gyroscope 

To measure the tilt angle of the robot an accelerometer was used. Accelerometers 
measure force applied on the instrument and then translate it to acceleration. A small 
mass’s movement is tracked inside the accelerometer and the change of capacitance that 
comes with its movement provides the acceleration. The acceleration will be measured 
in Cartesian coordinates and are dependent on the position and angle of the 
accelerometer itself see (Accelerometer).  
 

 
Figure 2.3. Coordinates for accelerometer and relation to angle θ  and φ 
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A gyroscope measures angular velocity, which in our case is the angular rate of θ and φ 
shown in figure. The principle of Coriolis acceleration is applied for this. An oblong 
structure is held in place with piezoelectric crystals. When the structure is tilted a 
current is produced by the crystals as the result of the force they experience from the 
inertia of the moving structure. The current is then refined and translated by the local 
microcontroller (Gyroscope). 
 

2.4 Control theory  

To control the robot a PID-controller was used. By only relying on the measured 
processed variable the controller can be beneficial. Complete knowledge of how the 
system works and the magnitude of the interferences are not needed but instead 
knowledge of how the parameter of the PID-controller works. As the system is 
mechanically complex establishing a controller based on the model would have yielded 
similar results. 
 
The PID- controller functions by regulating the error, e, in relation to the reference value 
r and the current output y ant the time t: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )                                   1.1e t r t y t   

 
the control signal u is then defined: 
 

( ) ( ( ))                                        1.2u t g e t  

The reference value in this case is zero and the error the angles θ and φ. Where g is the 
function of the control error. By multiplying the error and adding the control signal we 
get a proportional correction to the error, the P part of the PID-controller. 
 
                                             0( ) ( )                                    1.3pu t e t uK   

The P-part cannot by itself remove interference and so an integral correction term is 
added. By using integrating the error over time the control signal will keep rising or 
decreasing as long as the error is still in place. By multiplying with a constant KI we can 
chose to weigh this part. 
 

0

0

( ) ( )                           1.4u t e d u



     

Both the proportional and integral part rely on old information. This have a tendency to 
create oscillating systems since the controller still tries to compensate for old errors 
even when the output signal is reached, hence the derivative part of the PID-controller. 
By following changes in the error and reacting dynamically to them the derativate part 
adds stability to the system. The constant KD weighs this part: 
 

0( ) ( )                               1.5d

d
u t K e t u

dt
   

The full PID is then: 
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0 0

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )     1.6 p d

d
u t e t u e d K e t u

d
K

t



       

 
 
The effects of each of the constant Kp,KI, and KD effect the system differently. By 
understanding these constants system can be controlled without complete knowledge of 
the transfer function.  
 
With no information of the transfer function Zieglers-Nichols method was used to 
determine the constants for the system control. At first Ki and KD was set to zero and Kp 
increased till the system started oscillating. Kp was then set to a quarter of that value. 
Rules of thumb were then applied to set Ki and KD. Some testing is then done to set the 
final values depending on how the system reacts.  The whole process is detailed in 
(Torkel Glad, 2006). 
 
The main goal of the project is to keep the angle θ and φ as low as possible while still 
maintaining control of the sphere using the external radio controller. Both planes z-y 
and z-x are identical making it possible to apply the same control system twice. Moving 
the sphere in one direction or accelerating the robot will cause the angles to increase. 
The reactionary forces vertically are taken up by the secondary wheels on the omni-
wheel allowing it to move smoothly.  

  
Figure 2.2. The angle θ created by the y-axis motor pair rotating 
 

In the figure 2.2 the robot is ascending the sphereäs inner wall while the sphere starts 
spinning as a result of the force from the torque, moving it forward in the opposite 
direction to the robot. By increasing or decreasing the torque the angle θ can be 
regulated. 
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3 DEMONSTRATOR 
This part dedicated to the design of the robot, its components and the motivation for them 
along with how the theory from the previous part was implemented. 
 

3.1 Problem formulation 

The sphere should be able to move in all directions while the robot inside remains in a 
stable position. To reach this goal following points need to be addressed: 
 

 Design  

 Software 

 Electronics 

 Hardware components 

 
The construction of the robot was limited to the sphere’s radius. The contact point of the 
wheels and the sphere’s inner walls was the highest priority for the design to give a 
favorable angle for the wheels. The robots body was then designed to be symmetrical 
and as compact as possible with as much weight in the bottom to reduce the sphere to 
rock once inside. The contact point was later placed lower in favor of distributing the 
resulting reactionary forces more evenly.  
 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Dividing resulting normal force more evenly 

 
While it could be argued the sphere could have other designs such as  
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having some sort of inverted pendulum this would defeat the purpose of moving in all 
directions instantaneously and accurately; a three-wheeled omni-wheeled robot would 
have similar movement patterns but introduce a harder control problem outside of this 
projects scope (Jan Carius, 2013). 
 

3.2 Software 

The software was run on the Arduino microcontrollers and written in the Arduino 
environment. Libraries were used for i2c communication and radio control. The 
following flowchart demonstrates the process from joystick signal to motor signal. For 
the plotting of the data gathered by the Arduino Uno Matlab was used. 

 
Figure 3.2. Software flow chart 

 
 
The radio communication described in figure 3.2 used the programming library 
RadioHead  (RadioHead). 
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3.3 Electronics 

The microcontroller connected to the RF transmitter was mounted on a copper 
prototyping board and a power supply of 5V. The second microcontroller was connected 
to the motor controller and receiver with digital pins while the MPU was connected with 
analog pins. Both were powered by the Arduino which was connected to a 12V battery 
parallel with the H-bridges.  

3.4 Hardware 

The hardware used for building the robot are all listed and evaluated along with their 
choices in this part. 

 
3.3.1 Microcontroller 
Two Arduino UNOs using ATmega328 were used for this project. One microcontroller 
was used to send signals to the other. Both Arduino UNOs were run on 5V while using 
respective outputs 5V to power the receiver and transmitter. The Arduino mounted on 
the robot were also powering the IMU by its second output. 
   The Arduino UNO has 14 digital pins for input/output and 6 analogue inputs. It was 
connected to a computer by USB to monitor changes in acceleration and angles.  

 
 
3.3.2 Motor controller and motors 
To control the motors two factory made identical H-bridge DC-/Stepper motor 
controllers with a chip were used. The motor controller is able to handle a maximum 
current of 2A and a voltage between 7-36V. 
   The two motor controllers were connected to the Arduino mounted on the robot with 
six cables. To control one motor 3 cables were used, 1 to connect to the Arduino to 
receive the PWM signal and the other two for direction.  
   Four DC motors were used, each coupled with a gearbox with the gear ratio 14:1. This 
made it possible to move the robot while keeping the current small enough for the 
motor controller to handle.  
 
 

3.3.3 Joystick 
The motors will be controlled with a joystick connected via radio to the Arduino inside 
the sphere. The joystick consist of two potentiometers so controllable signals for two 
outlets will be sent by varying the voltage.  The signal are then sent from the joystick to 
the RF receiver and translated by the Arduino to move the robot accordingly with PWM 
signals. This way full control of the robots movement in any give direction can be 
achieved by the Joystick. 
 
 

3.3.4 Radio frequency transmitter and receiver 
For wireless control two radio frequency modules were used. The frequency range for 
the modules is 433.92 MHz and the input voltage 5V and 7-12V for the receiver and 
transmitter respectively.  
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   The modules were using Amplitude-shift keying or ask for short. ASK is a form of 
amplitude modulation which regular radios use. A finite number of amplitudes are each 
assigned a unique pattern of binary digits. The patterns of bits form a symbol which is 
then mapped back to a symbol by the demodulator on the receiver (ASK). 
 The downsides of using ASK modules for radio communication is its sensitivity to 
atmospheric noise, distortion and physical objects blocking the way. Since the sphere’s 
walls are thin enough and greater distances when testing weren’t involved this was not 
an issue. 
 
 

3.4.5 Accelerometer and gyroscope 
To measure the acceleration and angle of the robot a MPU IMU 6050 was with built-in 
DMP already planted. The MPU combines a 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope 
making it very effective for collecting data. All this is mounted on a breakout board 
making it easy to connect to the MCU. Communication between the Arduino and the 
MPU was carried out using i2c bus.  
   The i2c communication protocol allows for communication between multiple devices 
through only two bus lines by using the unique address each device has. The Arduino 
Uno acts as a master device with the MPU IMU 6050 as its slave device and therefore 
controls communications between itself and the MPU IMU 6050 see (IIC). 
 

3.5 Prototypes 

Throughout the project multiple sphere’s and designs were used. The final prototype 
was not a fully finished spherical rolling robot but a platform for testing some of its 
problems. The process can be found below. 
 
3.5.1 Prototype 1  
The first prototype was unsuccessful. The Sphere could not bear the robots weight in 
causing the wheels to sink in and hurt the material. The motors were then stuck. The 
cause of the failure is shared among four design flaws.  
 

 
Figure 3.4. Prototype 1 without the second hemisphere 
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   Firstly the position of the contact point was high causing the resulting normal force to 
grow and the pressure to be too high for the sphere’s polystyrene walls to withstand. 
   Secondly by using a combination of 9V batteries and two 1,5V batteries the current 
supplied to the motors is too low. This affects the motors ability to spin when faced with 
resistance. While the H-bridge could not manage more than 2A the limit batteries limit 
of 1.5A was breached several times when testing with another power supply. 
   Thirdly the omni-wheels have some open space between secondary wheels that comes 
in contact with material it rolls on. The bearing axles of the secondary wheels are too 
close the space so it could not be removed safely. 
   Finally the sphere’s material while being very sturdy has a slightly malleable surface 
making it easy for the wheels to sink in. The second searched to remove this flaw and 
improve. The robots body was kept the same and only the sphere was changed.  
 
The polystyrene sphere was replaced with a bigger vacuumed formed PET plastic 
sphere. The robot oscillated but did not move the sphere. While the structure of the 
robot was stable and reinforced the MPUs values were skewed because of the 
oscillations and the centripetal force it acknowledged. 
 
 
3.5.2 Prototype 2 
The second prototype aimed to improve where the first when failed. The contact point 
was placed lower. The angle of the omni-wheels perpendicular to the angle of the 
tangent of the inner sphere and the sphere itself was replaced with a new vacuum 
formed one. The combination of the sphere’s inability to stay rigid and the omniwheels 
not getting a good grip on the material led to the sphere not being able to move 
efficiently.  
   However the MPUs values were reliable and proved that in theory the robot could 
work. Changes to the contact material and higher gearing on the motor could accomplish  
a fully spherical robot rolling. Further testing was deemed to be useless and so the last 
testing environment was made. 
 
The last platform was made to stay rigid and only gather data of the robot moving inside 
it. This was accomplished by vacuum forming a half sphere and fastening it. The finished 
product aims not be a rolling spherical robot but to simulate the problems one might 
encounter when driving one. The weakness in the simulation is the loss of the rolling 
sphere. The forces applied to the robot when the sphere is rolling will change the 
parameters of the controller but not dramatically. The sphere’s rotation will create 
friction forces which will be taken up by the omni-wheels wheels. 
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Figure 3.5. The final prototype 
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3.6 Results 

Two different kinds of experiments were carried out. The robot was tested when 
disturbed with and without a control system.  
   The second test compared the robot’s tilt angle at max speed and staying there and 
when being sent a quick pulse from the radio controller. Each test was carried without 
feedback control and with feedback control adding up to a total of six tests.  
 
When tilted with the motors turned off the robot would not react to control errors and 
so the angles stayed permanently 30 degrees as the robot did not move. When a 
controller was added the following reactions to tilting the robot were given. 
 

 
Figure 3.6. Graphs with the angle θ and φ over time 
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The average control error when the robots motors were running at max was noticeable. 
While the controlled max rpm had an average error of 2.14 degrees the uncontrolled 
average was 7.44 degrees, resulting in a visible tilt. 

 
Figure 3.7. Degrees over time under acceleration and max rpm, take notice of the different 

axle values 
 

A table to summarize the results was for the angle phi was made. 
 

Max 
Rpm  
tests 

Average 
control error 
(degrees) 

Maximum 
deviation from 
reference (degrees) 

Maximum 
Deviation from 
reference (degrees) 

PID-
controlled 

2.14 5.4 -5 

No PID 7.44 23 -15.3 

Figure 3.8. Table over values for φ from 100% duty cycle tests 
 
Tests for how the robot reacted to input steps from 0% duty cycle to 100%. The black 
line represents being the motors run at max rpm when it’s not zero. 
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Figure 3.9. Step response without controller 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3.10. Step response with controller 
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter the results presented in chapter 3.6 are discussed and examined. 

4.1 Discussion 

While the tests were carried out on a half sphere the results can be applied to discuss 
the control of a spherical robot. The main weakness in the experiment is the loss of the 
sphere’s rotation which may push the results more in favor of the PID-controlled tests as 
it introduces another element of disturbance that can be controlled, the sphere’s 
rotation. 
   As the results from figure 3.6 demonstrates the PID-controlled robot has some 
advantages. The ability to return to its neutral state quickly and with no manual piloting 
is useful for controlling a sphere in environments with high risks for collision. The robot 
without the PID controller may also reach a neutral state after colliding but only if the 
pilot steers it so which would require training. The PID-controlled robot also offers a 
quicker and more accurate startup if the robot was tilting just before takeoff. Adjusting 
the angle to low values and the moving forward yields better results than moving the 
robot to get an accurate view of the controls. 
   Furthermore figure 3.7 show that when accelerating and moving with maximum speed 
the control error angles θ and φ heavily favor the PID-controller. While the angle is 
relatively small it will create unreliable movement patterns and cause the sphere to 
spin.  
 
Oscillations are far more relevant in the non PID-controller as seen in both the step 
responses and the max rpm tests in 3.8. This is not due to the robot accelerating faster 
as the acceleration values might indicate but the robot vibrating. As it reaches the 
maximum height it can climb on the inner sphere the robot falls back a little crating a 
spike in acceleration and change of the angle φ. The acceleration is more stable in the 
PID-controlled test as the fall and the climb are both regulated. 
   The step response graphs show how much larger the steady state error is when not 
using a PID-controller. A quicker rise time can also be observed displaying the PID-
controllers strength.  

4.2 Sources of error 

It is important to note shortcomings of the sensors. The accelerometer will measure all 
forces on the robot. Every single force applied to the robot will disturb measurement 
and it becomes vulnerable to disturbances such as small bumps and the robots 
vibrations. This means the values from the accelerometer become reliable over periods 
of time rather than instantly. The gyroscope on the other hand tends to drift over time 
meaning it does not return to zero when it returns to the original position. A promising 
solution for limitations of the accelerometer and gyroscope is a complimentary filter 
which was used. 
   When testing the robot on the hemisphere an issue with the omni-wheels came up. The 
wheels sometimes rotate in place whilst skidding, meaning only part of the torque from 
the motors were transferred as friction for moving the robot. As this happened for both 
of the PID-controlled and the PID-control free tests the results are still viable. A PID-
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controlled robot with better response to the input signal would nevertheless increase 
the performance of the controller.  
   The step response without controller had a duty cycle of 100% slightly longer than the 
PID-step response. While the PID-controller was already stabilizing the non PID-
controllers performance might be increased slightly.  

4.3 Conclusion 

The control error when using the non PID-controlled robot was not deemed acceptable 
as a visible tilt was showcased at max speed. The control error with a PID-controller was 
acceptable, within 2.5 degrees at max (the tilt is then not visible on the robot), and the 
robot will then be reliably controllable.  
 
The non PID-controlled robot’s system is inherently stable and will not enter a critical 
situation where the sphere tips over as the center of mass is placed low and the 
structure symmetrical, so adding the PID-controller will only increase the performance 
of the natural control system and maneuverability of the sphere. The robots 
performance increased significantly when using the PID-controller. Both the steady 
state error and rise time was increased and the control error was decreased along with 
the absolute value of the average control error when the robot was run at max speed. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter recomendations for bettering the projecr and suggestions for future work is 
given. 

4.4 Recommendations 

The use of a Kalman filter instead of a complementary filter is a point worthy of 
discussing. The Kalman filter yields more accurate results then the complementary filter 
which would slightly improve the control design and the comparison between PID-
controllers. While a complementary filter is sufficient it is far from the best option. 
The downside with implementing a Kalman filter is the additional processing time it 
takes and the possibility of collecting slower for that reason (Fredrik Gustafsson, 2005). 
   The Arduino Uno PWM pins frequency need to be higher than the factory settings to 
effectively control four motors separately. The low frequency causes some PWM pins to 
stop working as the Arduino cannot keep up with the quick cycles. 

4.5 Future work 

The robots design could be changed to control four motors separately to move in one 
direction. This would cause the sphere to move faster, get a better grip on the material 
and be more maneuverable. 
   More data could be collected for a better view of the PID-controlled strength and 
weaknesses. What is the optimal combination of maximum speed and control error? 
How dangerous is spinning for the control of the robot and does adding a PID-controller 
increase the ability to control the sphere when it spins? How does the robot react to 
disturbances while accelerating? 
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